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� Background Information 
Organization: UNESCO (United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural      
Organization) Headquarters   

City: Paris, France 

Department: Communication and Information Sector (CI)  

Division of Freedom of Expression and Media Development (FEM)  

Section for Media and Society (MAS)  

                               Period: From 19/8/2013 to 7/2/2014  

 

 

� Recent Work Statement 
The preparation for the forthcoming First Global Forum on Media and Gender (GFMG), from 2 

to 4 December 2013 in Bangkok, Thailand, is moving into the top gear as the date approaches. 

Recent work mainly focuses, among others, on: 

 

1) Contacting with partners and following up actions: 

After calling on organizations and individuals related to the field of media, journalism, 

communication and gender to join the Global Alliance on Media and Gender (GAMG), we have 

been continuously receiving responses from both old and new partners. One of my assignments 

is to follow up any requests or questions asked by partners, for example, on how to register 

their participation in the Global forum on media and gender, and how to search for financial 

support to attend the event and so on. 

 

2) Building and improving the new website for GFMG 

The website for the Global Forum on Media and Gender (click to view) has already launched. 

However, it is still an early version and new information such as a list of partners, publications 

and some practical information need to be added. For every single partner, we need to decide 

which category (international, regional or national partner) it belongs to and ask for its 

information such as logo, homepage and description to be added to the GFMG website. As the 

number of new partners grows rapidly, I am requested to distinguish and classify all partners 

which have been communicated by myself and organize their information to be updated.  

 

3) Managing members of the Media and Gender community on the WSIS platform 



  Our community called the Global Alliance on Media and Gender (GAMG) Debate (click to view) 

on WSIS Knowledge Communities was also launched last month. Although invitations have 

been sent by the system to hundreds of partners, many of them are still unable to register to 

the WSIS platform due to some technical problems such us undelivered confirmation emails, 

emails considered as spam or simply because some important partners have no time to register 

themselves and so we register them on their behalves. I need to go through all the lists to pick 

out and check if they are already registered because one email address cannot be registered 

twice. If not, I register for them and send them an email to inform them of their registration 

and temporal password. I also need to follow up and check the member list of our community.  

 

4) Updating participants and list of partners and their contacts 

We have several lists of participants such as for international partners and regional partners in 

CI shared folders.  My assignment is to add new partners, or remove and replace unnecessary 

contacts with latest contacts. I have to update the lists whenever I am in touch with partners 

because my supervisor needs the latest lists to decide which partners will be funded since we 

have a very limited budget for this event. As the date approaches, partners start to plan their 

travel to Thailand and they need to confirm the travel budget support with us. 

 

5) Writing summary for draft publications 

I am in the process of summarizing the Draft of ‘Media and Information Literacy – Policy & 

Strategy Guidelines’.  The draft is likely submitted this week and next week I will discuss how to 

write a policy brief for those 100 pages based on the summary I have done. This publication will 

be released before the Global Forum on Media and Gender. 

 

6) Attending meetings 

As usual, I attended the staff meeting of CI Sector and ‘11th Conference Call Organizing 

Committee Meeting - GFMG - Plan of Action’ with colleagues from other field offices to follow 

up the global forum agenda. Another special meeting for interns hosted by HUM (Bureau of 

Human Resources Management) introduced us to the overall structures of UNESCO as well as 

the United Nations. 

 

 

� Self-assessment 

In the previous report, I set seven goals to accomplish within six months before the internship 

ends. This month I will also give scores to monitor the level of achievement up to now (10 

points in all). 

 

1. To well understand international organization through getting to know the operation of 

UNESCO and the way of establishing partnership during the internship (6 points) 

→ During the meeFng for interns, our manager from human resources introduced us to the 

principal organs of the United Nations and an organizational chart of the UNESCO Secretariat. 

Now I have an overall image of the whole organization as well as the intern system of UNESCO. 

UNESCO is one of the specialized Agencies of United Nations. The General Conference for 

UNESCO is held every two years in November to decide the budget, leadership, department 



setting and so on. The next General Conference will be held this year and I am very lucky to be 

able to witness the UNESCO’s biggest event. Regarding the internship system, there are two 

ways of becoming an intern: One is the normal way to apply, which is online for open intern 

positions, and the other one is through the special program between UNESCO and top 

universities around the world like in my case. There is no special training for interns but some 

learning resources are available online. 

 

2. To develop the ability to work (including team work) through actual participation in the 

process of planning, drafting, contacting, communicating etc. (6 points)    

→ One intern in our team on the preparation for the Global Forum on Media and Gender just 

finished her internship this week and a new intern joined our team last week. In order to take 

over the work smoothly we always discuss related issues together. After six weeks working on 

the preparation in the team, I have already become used to the process and can communicate 

well with other colleagues.  

 

3.  To improve my ability in intercultural communication through exchanging ideas with people 

who have different nationalities and backgrounds (7 points) 

→ We have two interns who joined our office recently, a Turkish woman and a French man, and 

adding to the rich, multicultural atmosphere here. We exchanged facebook accounts and share 

ideas through the Internet besides work. We also have a facebook community for all UNESCO 

interns of 2013 and we often use it to communicate and organize activities and events after 

work. It is the best way to get to know Western people’s lifestyles and their ways of thinking. 

They are also very interested about oriental culture. We had lunch in a Chinese restaurant and 

went to Chinese supermarket to buy Chinese noodles and soy sauce at the weekend. I told 

them about the customs of Middle Autumn Festival, and they were all very curious about moon 

cakes. We found some in Paris and we shared it under a big round moon, with beer and wine.  

 

4.   To build personal connections in UNESCO (6 points) 

→ During the interns meeting, I met one Japanese staff member from the Ministry of Education, 

Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, Japan. He serves under the Division of Education for 

Peace and Sustainable Development in the Education Sector. They are preparing for the World 

Conference on Education for Sustainable Development (click to view) which will take place in 

Aichi-Nagoya, Japan, 10-12 November 2014.I discussed my research with him and we arranged 

to have lunch with other Japanese staff next time.  

 

5.  To perfect my English, particularly in speaking, business vocabulary and writing skills through 

working in English   (6.5 points)  

→ After six weeks of working in English, I am already used to expressing myself in English but 

still find some limitations in my vocabulary and grammar. I will continue to improve my English 

speaking by remembering more words and regular expressions. Regarding English writing, now I 

am now comfortable exchanging emails with partners but I still have problems in writing 

professional articles. I will learn with the use of the previous publications of UNESCO to 

improve my writing level.  

 



6.  To learn basic French in order to live a happier life in France (4 points) 

→ I started my French lessons last week, which take place every Monday, Tuesday and 

Thursday evening from 18:30 to 20:30 after work. A very kind French lady teaches us all in 

French. I find it a little difficult to understand all she said but it is still a good way to improve 

listening skills and French pronunciation like French people. It will be better if I learn some 

pronunciation rules by myself because in class I just imitate what the teacher says, like a child. I 

am the only Chinese student in the class and I have to ask my classmates in English if I don’t 

understand something. Also I discuss what I have learned with my French colleagues and they 

are all very willing to help my learning French. It made me feel more confident about learning 

French. 

 

7. To look for connection between my internship in UNESCO and my research and to collect 

relevant documents for my research (5 points) 

→ Apart from ICT (Information and Communications Technology) in Education, Peace and 

Sustainable Development in Education is also related to my research. How can learners acquire 

the skills, knowledge and values they need to tackle complex issues such as globalization? What 

sustainable development issues should be taught and learnt? I try to consider my research in 

different aspects.  

 
Having a break after lunch 

 



� Castles in the suburb of Paris ---- Chambord & Chenonceau 

I visited several castles around the River Loire in the suburb of Paris and I would like to 

introduce two famous castles. One is called Chambord which is unique in Europe and has been 

designated a world heritage site by UNESCO. It was built by the young King Francis when he was 

25 years old. It is a combination of forms inherited from past centuries and innovative 

architecture from Renaissance Italy. The most famous structure inside Chambord is the double 

spiral staircase which was designed by Da Vinci. People who go upstairs and downstairs can see 

each other through windows in the central column but never meet. It is said that this design will 

avoid embarrassment when queens and kings’ lovers meet. Another famous castle is called 

Chenonceau. Compared to Chambord, it is more like a ladies’ palace with gardens full of flowers. 

The unique feather of Chenonceau is that it is built under water. It is said that Chambord and 

Chenonceau are the king and the queen of French castles. 

 

Chambord                                                                       Staircase 

    
Chenonceau    


